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‘OPPORTUNITY
FOR OUR
PREMIUM BRANDS
IN URBAN INDIA’
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brewer, Mahou San Miguel, to be established
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Erik also sees “a huge opportunity for our premium brand
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to come.”
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he says, “Consumers in urban India are willing to
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try new beers and are willing to pay a higher
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price for a new experience. These consumers
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are becoming more and more sophisticated
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about their tastes and preferences and are

it is forecast to grow by 17% in 2015. With the social

hence willing to try newer brands. As a proof,

acceptance of beer amongst the younger generations,

imported premium lager showed a stronger

demand for beer is expected to increase in the coming

volume growth in 2013.”
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strong positive growth a

And, this trend gives

possibility.”

Erik hope of Mahou India

Talking about the varying

doing good, as he says,

beer preferences of Indians,
Erik says, “Draught beer has high
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“We feel very comfortable

Erik d’Auchamp,
Chief Executive Officer, Mahou India

competing in that space.”

